BLUE SAFARI

Surfing Package
the ultimate

SURFING
destination
SURFING THE ALPHONSE GROUP OF ISLANDS
Alphonse Island Lodge offers learn-to-surf and guided trips from beginners to
pros, offering a wide range of surf spots for all skill sets!

There is no specific season for the surfing as the wind direction could be offshore at one spot
and onshore at another. Ground swell is not seasonal and varies according to the weather
systems that pass in the vicinity. Our surf guides have combed the atoll for the best waves
and our favourite is a spot on North Point which we have named ‘The Landing Strip’. The
best part about this break is it can be reached by foot which is a short stroll across the flats
directly in front of the Beach Bar, which makes for a great day of surfing followed by chilled
cocktails and refreshments as you retire for the day.
For your optimum enjoyment and safety it is important that you select the right guiding
programme for your ability (beginner, intermediate or advanced) so we can focus on getting
you great waves during your stay.
If you are a beginner, our guides will be thrilled to teach you how to catch the waves suited
to your ability, how to improve on your style and how to progress during your stay.
If you are an intermediate surfer, you may be slightly nervous about surfing over rocks or
the reef, however, our guides will show you spots along our coastline that will push your
boundaries and get you comfortably catching the wave of your holiday! We recommend
that you can paddle into most waves you attempt to catch, can turn your board from
frontside to backside and understand various wave types, surf etiquette and possess a
reasonable level of fitness.
For the advanced surfers that land on our shores, you will be prepared to explore the
unexplored and travel the distances to find the best, most remote waves you will ever ride!
You would be comfortable riding reefs, point breaks and possibly tubes. You should be able to
duck-dive well, be prepared for an epic adventure scouting the Alphonse Group for the best
waves which you will be able to drop in on and maintain a good level of fitness.
DETAILS
• Your Blue Safari surf guide will choose the best surf spots depending on your level of skill.
• Surfing at Alphonse allows for an exploratory experience like no other.
• A variety of surf boards, including performance boards, fish boards and long boards,
have been custom made for your surf experience on Alphonse Island.
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• Body boarding is also on offer with the Blue Safari activity team on Alphonse Island.
With endless surfing opportunities across the Alphonse Group which are all within a 10 - 20
minute boat ride, the Alphonse Group is the ultimate surfers playground with endless swells,
waves and breaks to explore. If you are up for an adventure join us on the trip to explore
numerous spots around the Alphonse trio of islands which have never been surfed before.
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